In a graph or a network G = (V, E), a set S ⊆ V is a 2-packing if ∀i ∈ V : |N [i] ∩ S| ≤ 1, where N [i] denotes the closed neighborhood of node i. A 2-packing is maximal if no proper superset of S is a 2-packing. This paper presents a safely converging self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal 2-packing problem. Under a synchronous daemon, it quickly converges to a 2-packing (a safe state, not necessarily the legitimate state) in three synchronous steps, and then terminates in a maximal one (the legitimate state) in O(n) steps without breaking safety during the convergence interval, where n is the number of nodes. Space requirement at each node is O(log n) bits. This is a significant improvement over the most recent self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal 2-packing that uses O(n 2 ) synchronous steps with same space complexity and that does not have safe convergence property. We then generalize the technique to design a selfstabilizing algorithm for maximal k-packing, k ≥ 2, with safe convergence that stabilizes in O(kn 2 ) steps under synchronous daemon; the algorithm has space complexity of O(kn log n) bits at each node; existing algorithms for k-packing stabilize in exponential time under a central daemon with O(log n) space complexity.
Introduction
Self-stabilization: Self-stabilization is an optimistic paradigm to provide decentralized autonomous tolerance against an unlimited number of transient faults (transient faults corrupt data but not the program code) in distributed systems. An algorithm is self-stabilizing iff it reaches some legitimate global state starting from an arbitrary state [1] . In a self-stabilizing algorithm, each node maintains a set of local variables, that determine the local state of the node. The global system state is made of the union of local states of all nodes in the system. A self-stabilizing algorithm is specified as an uniform set of rules at each node. Each rule consists of a condition and an action and is written as "if condition then action". A condition is a boolean predicate involving the local states of the node and its neighbors. A node, at any step of execution, is called privileged iff at least one condition is true. The daemon (runtime scheduler) selects node(s) from among the privileged nodes to take an action (also called move) at each step. The central daemon selects exactly one privileged node to move at each step; the distributed daemon selects a non-empty subset of the privileged nodes to move at each step; the synchronous daemon selects all the privileged nodes to move at each step. A detailed exposition of self-stabilizing algorithms can be found in [2] and a recent survey of self-stabilizing algorithms for graph theoretic problems is given in [3] .
Safe Convergence: Recently, a new concept of safe convergence has been introduced in [4] . In a traditional self-stabilizing algorithm, the desired global property (hence, the relevant service in the system) is not guaranteed during the convergence interval starting from an arbitrary state to a legitimate global system state. The concept of safe convergence was introduced to limit this inconvenience to a minimum possible. A self-stabilizing algorithm is said to have safe convergence property iff it first converges to a safe state quickly (O(1) time is expected), and then converges to a legitimate state without breaking safety during the process. A safe state guarantees a minimum quality of service, and the legitimate state guarantees the desired service. Safe convergence property is especially attractive since it provides a measure of safety during the convergence interval of the selfstabilizing algorithm. Various self-stabilizing algorithms with safe convergence have been proposed in the literature, such as minimal independent dominating set, connected dominating set and so on [4, 5, 6, 7] . All of these algorithms use synchronous daemon to reach the safe states in constant time. Recently, two other self-stabilizing algorithms [8, 9] for minimum connected dominating sets in unit disk graphs and (f, g) alliances in arbitrary graphs respectively enjoy the self convergence property using unfair distributed daemon and distinct node IDs; but, starting from an arbitrary initial state the number of steps needed by the algorithms to reach a safe state can be quadratic in n in the worst case, where n is the number of nodes in the graph.
Graph Packing: In this paper, we are interested in the maximal 2-packing of a network graph. The concept of 2-packing and that of packing in general, k-packing, k ≥ 2, have been used in various applications like network security, facilities location and others [10] . Authors in [11, 12] designed the first two self-stabilizing algorithms for maximal 2-packing, that stabilize in exponential time and O(n 3 ) time respectively using a central daemon, where n is the number of nodes in the graph. Subsequently, other self-stabilizing algorithms have appeared [13, 14, 15] . The most recent self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal 2-packing is given in [16] that stabilizes in O(n 2 ) synchronous steps (using a synchronous daemon). All of the above algorithms require O(log n) bits at each node and they assume that each node has a unique ID; none of them enjoys safe convergence property. Selfstabilizing k-packing algorithms are presented in [13, 14] ; both algorithms stabilize in exponential time under a central daemon.
Contribution: In this paper, we assume a synchronous daemon and nodes with unique IDs and propose the first self-stabilizing algorithm with safe convergence to compute the maximal 2-packing of an arbitrary network graph; starting from an arbitrary state, the proposed algorithm first converges to a 2-packing (a safe state, not necessarily the legitimate state) in three synchronous steps, and then converges to a maximal one (the legitimate state) in O(n) steps without breaking safety rule during the stabilization interval. Space requirement at each node is O(log n) bits. We then generalize the technique to design a self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal k-packing, k ≥ 2, with safe convergence that stabilizes in O(kn 2 ) steps under synchronous daemon; the algorithm has space complexity of O(kn log n) bits at each node.
Model and Terminology
A network or a distributed system is modeled by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes, and E is the set of edges. For a node i, N (i), its open neighborhood, denotes the set of nodes adjacent to node i;
, its -hop closed neighborhood, denotes the set of nodes that are at most distance of from node i. Each node j ∈ N (i) is called a neighbor of node i. The distance dist(i, j) is the number of edge(s) in the shortest path between nodes i and j.
Definition 1 In a graph G = (V, E), |V | = n and |E| = m, (a) a set S ⊆ V is a 2-packing iff ∀i, j ∈ S : dist(i, j) ≥ 3 where dist(i, j) denotes the shortest distance from node i to j; A 2-packing is maximal if no proper superset of S is a 2-packing, i.e., ∀i ∈ {V − S} ∃j ∈ S : dist(i, j) ≤ 2 [16] .
S is a maximal k-packing if no proper superset of S is a k-packing, i.e., if ∀i ∈ {V − S} ∃j ∈ S : dist(i, j) ≤ k [14] .
As an example, consider the graph shown in Figure 1 , where the values inside the nodes give the identifiers. n = 10, m = 12. N (2) = {4, 6}, N [2] = {2, 4, 6}, dist(2, 9) = 2. In this graph, {1, 7}, {4, 8}, {5, 6}, and {1, 8, 10} all are 2-packings, but only {5, 6} and {1, 8, 10} are maximal among these four 2-packings; {1, 8}, {6, 7}, and {7, 8} all are 3-packings, but only {6, 7} is maximal among these three 3-packings.
Execution Model: We assume that each node has a unique identifier and the set of identifiers is totally ordered; we assume identifiers are 1 through n, for convenience. The execution of the protocol at each node is managed by a synchronous scheduler (daemon), that selects all privileged nodes in a system state to move synchronously and atomically (we use composite atomicity as opposed to read/write atomicity [17] ) in each step; a synchronous step is also called a round [4, 5, 6, 7, 16] . Note that such a round is different from the concept of a round used in fair central or distributed daemons. We denote a global system state, the union of the local states of all nodes, by Σ i , i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , where Σ 0 denotes the initial arbitrary state and Σ r denotes the system state after the r-th round of the protocol, r = 1, 2, · · · ; r-th round executes on Σ r−1 to generate Σ r .
A node is privileged in a given system state iff it is enabled to move by at least one rule of the protocol. The protocol terminates in a system state when no node is privileged. The protocol assumes a shared-memory model and each node knows only its own state and the local states of its immediate neighbors (distance-one model) as is customary in the most self-stabilizing algorithms.
Maximal 2-packing with Safe Convergence
In our proposed self-stabilizing maximal 2-packing algorithm with safe convergence (we call it algorithm M2PSC), each node i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, maintains the following variables:
• A boolean flag s i ; at any time (system state) S is the current set of nodes with s i = 1.
• A nonnegative integer variable c i to count the number of S nodes in the closed neighborhood of node i, i.e., c i = |N [i] ∩ S|, at any given system state.
• A pointer p i (which may be null) that points to a node j ∈ N [i], indicated by p i = j. If, in a system state, p i = i for a node i, we say node i has a self-pointer.
• A boolean flag d i ; node i sets this bit to delay some activity by one round only. 
2. If c i is not known to be correct in a system state, node i is deemed to be inconsistent iff c i ≥ 2.
The approach underlying the algorithm M2PSC is to quickly converge to a safe state, by allowing nodes to exit S to eliminate all inconsistent nodes in the system state and thereafter to transition through safe states, by allowing nodes only to enter S appropriately (so that inconsistencies are not introduced), to reach the legitimate state to obtain the maximal 2-packing. We assume a synchronous daemon where at any round all privileged nodes are selected to move. The underlying approach consists of two logical sets of actions:
Exit S
A node i ∈ S exits S in a round of execution of the protocol iff at least one neighbor j ∈ N (i) is deemed to be inconsistent (Remark 2.2), as evidenced by the content of the variable c j ; the rationale is that exiting of i may not decrease but never increase the number of inconsistent nodes j ∈ N [i] even c j 's are erroneous in a system state causing i to exit S (Remark 2.2). Also, by the same reason, simultaneous exit of multiple nodes from S cannot increase the number of inconsistent nodes in the system; our objective is to reach a safe state (Definition 2.2) as quickly as possible starting from an illegitimate state.
Definition 3
For a node i, a Boolean predicate nowExit i = 1 iff i ∈ S and at least one of its neighbors is deemed to be inconsistent (Remark 2.2):
Enter S
The protocol requires that after a node i ∈ S enters S in a round, node i is guaranteed to be the unique S node within its 2-hop neighborhood at the end of current round, and thus each node j ∈ N [i] remains consistent after node i enters S. To accomplish this requirement we use a locking mechanism and delay technique.
A locking mechanism (implemented by stored variable p i ) is employed such that when a node enters S in a round, all other nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood are prohibited to enter S. Specifically, when a node i needs to enter S, it first requests a lock by setting self-pointer (i.e., p i = i). We say node i is locked or gets the lock iff all nodes in N [i] point to i. The neighbor j of i grants the lock by updating its pointer to i, i.e., p j = i. It is possible that two adjacent nodes request locks simultaneously. In order to break the tie, the node grants the lock (by updating its pointer) to the smallest ID neighbor with self-pointer.
After a node i becomes locked, it sets d bit to delay its enter move by one round only. It should be noted that in delayed round: (a) each node j ∈ N [i] must have no locked neighbor except i (See Definition 4.2 below) and hence no neighbor entering S; (b) each neighbor j ∈ N [i] gets chance to update c j , such that c j ≥ |N [j] ∩ S| are guaranteed when node i enters (it is possible that some neighbor of j ∈ N [i] exits S in delayed round, hence the inequality). After the delayed round, node i is guaranteed to be safe to enter (i.e., after node i enters S, it is the unique S node within its 2-hop neighborhood of node i, and hence each node j ∈ N [i] remains consistent).
We begin by defining a few predicates in the following two definitions to facilitate the stepwise development of the proposed protocol.
Definition 4
In a system state, a node i can locally compute each of the following Boolean predicates:
1. For a node i, a Boolean predicate needEnter i = 1 iff i ∈ S and there does not exist S node within distance-2 of node i, as evidenced by the content of the variable c j on each j ∈ N (i):
2. To implement locking mechanism, two more Boolean predicates requestLock i and locked i on node i are defined as:
Note: In a system state, if node i is locked, no node in N 2 (i) can be locked in the same state.
3. In any system state, a node i requests a delay iff the Boolean predicate requestDelay i = 1 where
In any system state, a node i can enter S iff the Boolean predicate nowEnter i = 1 where
Note: In any system state, if a node i is ready to enter (nowEnter i = 1), no node in N 2 (i) is ready to enter in the same state since no node in N 2 (i) can be locked in that state (Definition 4.2).
Definition 5
For a node i in any system state:
1. The predicate updateC i is true iff its c i is not correct, i.e.,
The predicate updateP i is true iff its p i is not equal to minSP i , i.e.,
The predicate clearD i is true iff d i = 1 and it does not need to enter S or is not locked, i.e.,
The predicate releaseLock i is true iff it has the self pointer and its pointer is equal to minSP i but does not need to enter S, i.e.,
The complete pseudo code of algorithm M2PSC is shown in Figure 2 . We highlight a few simple characteristics of the algorithm in the following remark.
Remark 2 In a given round r, r ≥ 1, of execution:
1. If node i has incorrect c i in Σ r−1 , it must update c i in round r.
For a node i, nowEnter i , requestDelay i and nowExit i are pairwise mutual exclusive; requestLock i , releaseLock i and updateP i are pairwise mutual exclusive.
3. The membership of node i is changed only by rules RA (Exit S move) and RC (Enter S move). If a node i is privileged to make Exit S move, it must exit S successfully under synchronous daemon (see part (2)).
4. If node i exits S, its neighboring nodes can concurrently exits S if they are eligible to do so; If node i enters S, no node j ∈ N 2 (i) can concurrently enter S in the same round (Definition 4.4).
5.
A node i can acquire a self-pointer (p i = i) only by making Request Lock move in rule RA when it needs to enter S to maximize |S| and all its neighbors have null pointers. Note: a node cannot acquire a self-pointer by making Update Pointer move in rule RA.
6. A node i releases its self-pointer when it does not need to enter S (needEnter i = 0) by making Release Lock move, or when it has at least one smaller ID neighbor with self-pointer by making Update Pointer move.
7.
After a node i with needEnter i = 1 becomes locked, i.e., locked i = 1, it delays its enter move by one round only by making Request Delay move (setting d i = 1) such that its neighbors have time to correct their c-variables. 
Definition 6
In any system state Σ r , r ≥ 0:
1. A node i is privileged if it is enabled by any of the rules of the algorithm.
2. The execution of the algorithm terminates when no node is privileged.
We first prove that S is a maximal 2-packing when algorithm M2PSC terminates, and then we show the algorithm is safely converging in the sense that starting from an arbitrary state, it first converges to a 2-packing (a safe state) in 3 rounds, and then stabilizes in a maximal one (the legitimate state ) in O(n) rounds without breaking safety, where n is the number of nodes.
Lemma 1 If algorithm M2PSC terminates, then for each node
Proof: (a) This lemma immediately follows from the fact that no node is privileged by the rule RA at the termination of the algorithm.
(b) Assume, by contradiction, there exists some node(s) j with d j = 1. Node j must have needEnter j = 1 and locked j = 1 (otherwise node j is privileged by rule RA to make Clear Delay move). Thus, node j is privileged by rule RC, a contradiction.
(c) If no node j has self-pointer, then minSP i = null for all i ∈ V and hence the lemma holds since p i = minSP i (otherwise node i is privileged by rule RA to make Update Pointer move). So the key point here is to show that there is no node with self-pointer. Assume, by contradiction, there exists some node(s) with self-pointer. Consider the node with minimum ID from among those nodes, say node j; minSP k = j for each node k ∈ N [j]. Also each node k ∈ N [j] must have p k = minSP k = j (otherwise node k would be privileged by the rule RA to make Update Pointer move). Thus, node j is locked (i.e., locked j = 1). Also, node j must have needEnter j = 1 (otherwise node j is privileged by rule RA to make Release Lock move). Thus, we get node j is privileged by rule RB to make Request Delay move (by part(b)), a contradiction.
(d) No node i is privileged by rule RA to make Exit S move and Request lock move; the claim follows from parts (a) and (c).
2
Theorem 1
Starting from an arbitrary system state, if algorithm M2PSC terminates using synchronous daemon, then S is a maximal 2-packing.
Proof: First, we show S is a 2-packing. Assume, by contradiction, S is not 2-packing, i.e., there exists some node(s) i such that |N [i] ∩ S| ≥ 2, i.e., c i ≥ 2. Thus nowExit j = 1 for each j ∈ N (i) ∩ S; node j is privileged by the rule RA (Exit S), a contradiction. Thus S is a 2-packing. Next, we claim S is maximal. Assume otherwise, i.e., there exist some node(s) i ∈ {V − S} such that j ∈ S : dist(i, j) ≤ 2. Thus needEnter i = 1 and node i is privileged by RA to make Request Lock move (by Lemma 1(c)), a contradiction. 2
Lemma 2 In any system state Σ r , r ≥ 1, if a node i is enabled by the rule RC to enter S, each
Proof: In the system state Σ r−1 , node i must have had d i = 0, needExit i = 1 and locked i = 1; otherwise it is impossible for node i to have d i = 1 in Σ r (Remark 3.8 and Request Delay move).
Since locked i = 1 in Σ r−1 , no node j ∈ N 2 (i) was locked (Definition 4.2) and hence entered S in round r. Coupled with the fact that each node j ∈ N [i] corrected its c j in round r (Remark 3.1), thus, in Σ r , each node j ∈ N [i] must have c j ≥ |N [j] ∩ S|. Note: it is possible that some neighbor of node j exits S in round r (hence the inequality). Lemma 5 Starting from a safe state Σ r , r ≥ 4, no node will ever make Exit S move in subsequent rounds. Proof: It is easy to show requestDelay and nowEnter are pairwise mutual exclusive with each of nowExit, requestLock, releaseLock, updateP and clearD, we here omit the details. Coupled with the fact that requestDelay and nowEnter are pairwise mutual exclusive (Remark 3.2). Thus, to prove the lemma, it suffices that show that requestDelay and nowEnter are pairwise mutual exclusive with updateC. For any node i, if requestDelay i = 1 or
Lemma 7
In any system state Σ r where r ≥ 1, two adjacent nodes i and j have self-pointers (i.e., p i = i and p j = j), then (a) the larger ID node will lose the self-pointer (i.e., if say i < j, p j = j) in the next rounds; (b) nodes i and j must have concurrently acquired the self-pointers in round r.
Proof: (a) In Σ r , node j has p j = j = minSP j and thus UpdateP j = 1. Coupled with the fact that UpdateP j is pairwise mutual exclusive with each of requestDelay j and nowEnter j , in the next round node j must be selected by daemon to make Update Pointer move in rule RA. (b) If p i = i but p j = j, then node j cannot make Request Lock move to get the self-pointer in the next state (Definition 4.2). 2
Lemma 8
In a safe state Σ r , r ≥ 3, for two adjacent nodes i and j, if p i = i and p j = j, then needEnter i = needEnter j = 1.
Proof: It follows from Lemma 7 that nodes i and j had concurrently made Request Lock move to get self-pointers in round r. In Σ r−1 , needEnter i = 1, needEnter j = 1, p i = p j = null, and for each k ∈ N (i) ∪ N (j), p k = null (nodes i and j are enabled for rule RA to make Request Lock move; Definition 4.2). We argue that:
(a) Node i cannot enter S (execute rule RC) in round r since locked i = 0 in Σ r−1 (p i = null).
(b) Any node k ∈ N (i) cannot enter S (execute rule RC) in round r since locked k = 0 in Σ r−1 (p k = null).
(c) Any neighbor k of k ∈ N (i) cannot enter S (execute rule RC) in round r since locked k = 0 in Σ r−1 (p k = null).
Thus, needEnter i remains 1 in Σ r (by similar reasoning, needEnter j remains 1 in Σ r ). 2
Definition 7
In any system state, 1. We define an island I to be a maximal set of nodes {i ∈ V |needEnter i = 1 ∧ p i = i} such that the subgraph of G induced by the set I is connected.
2. We use α to denote the number of islands and β to denote the number of nodes i with needEnter i = 1.
Remark 3
In any system state:
1. An island may consist of a single or multiple nodes; a node i with needEnter i = 1 and p i = i is not a member of any island.
2. For a node i in an island of size ≥ 2, locked i = 0 since it has a neighbor j with p j = j = i (Definition 4.2).
3. α ≤ β; α < n; β ≤ n;
4. After round 4, β is non increasing in subsequent rounds (Definition 4.1 and Lemma 5).
5. When algorithm M2PSC terminates, α = β = 0.
Lemma 9
If a node i enters S (by executing rule RC) in a round, node i constitutes a single node island at the beginning of the round.
Proof: Node i enters S; thus needEnter i = 1 and locked i = 1 (rule RC). Since p i = i, node i belongs to an island (Definition 7.1); node i does not belong to an island of size ≥ 2 (Remark 4.2). 2
Lemma 10
In any round r, r ≥ 5 (starting from a safe state Σ r−1 ), (a) α cannot decrease if β remains constant; (b) α decreases at least by 1 and at most by , if β decreases by (1 ≤ ≤ β).
Proof: (a) If β remains constant, no node i changes needEnter i from 1 to 0. (1) Any island I cannot disappear since the smallest ID node in I, say node i, cannot change its pointer in round r (p i = i = minSP i in Σ r−1 [no neighbor j of i with needEnter j = 0 has a self-pointer by Lemma 8 and node i does not have any island node neighbor with a smaller ID]). (2) Two islands cannot merge into one: consider any 2 islands I 1 and I 2 ; since I 1 ∪ I 2 = ∅, for the two islands to merge, there must be a node j ∈ N (I 1 ∪ I 2 ) such that needEnter j = 1 in Σ r−1 and node j acquires self-pointer in Σ r (j becomes an island node in Σ r ) by executing rule RA to make Request Lock move in round r; this is impossible since j has neighbor(s) with non null pointers in Σ r−1 (see Definition 4.2).
(b) Starting in a safe state Σ r−1 , if β decreases by in Σ r , nodes have changed their needEnter bits from 1 to 0. Consider any node i whose needEnter i is changed from 1 to 0. At least one of the two must occur in round r (Definition 4.1): (1) node i enters S by executing rule RC; (2) some neighbor(s) of node j ∈ N (i) enters S by executing rule RC such that c j > 0. If all nodes change their needEnter from 1 to 0 because of (1), then α is decreased by by Lemma 9; If some node(s) i changes needEnter i from 1 to 0 because of (2), then it is possible that node i does not belong to any island. Although the change of needEnter i on node i causes β to decrease in Σ r , it does not cause α to decrease (if node i is not an island node in Σ r−1 ); but, for the possibilities (2), at least some other node must enter S (change s bit to 1) by executing rule RC in the round, thereby causing α to decrease (Lemma 9). Thus, α decreases by at most and at least by 1 in Σ r . Proof: Starting from a safe state Σ r , r ≥ 4, any node i with needEnter i = 0 and p i = i must either make Update Pointer or Release Lock move in round r + 1 to make p i = i in Σ r+1 . Then, Σ r+1 does not have a node j with needEnter j = 0 ∧ p j = j (otherwise, node j had needEnter j = 1 in Σ r and hence β has decreased by at least 1 in one round). There are two possibilities:
(1) There is no island node: In Σ r+1 , each node i has minSP i = null (no node with selfpointer and Definition 2.3). Also, since β = 0, there must be a node k with needEnter k = 1; node k, in the worst case, must make Update Pointer move in round r + 2 and Request Lock move in round r + 3 in that sequence to get p k = k. Thus, there is a new island {k}, i.e., α has increased in at most 3 rounds starting in Σ r .
(2) There is at least one island node: If there are multiple such island nodes, let i be the node with minimum ID among those. In the worst case, each node j ∈ N (i) makes Update Pointer move in round r + 2 to update their pointers to i; node i becomes locked, i.e., (i) At least one j ∈ N (i) has minSP j = k in Σ r+2 where k ∈ N (j) (Definition 2.3), p k = k, and k < i. Node k must have acquired its self-pointer by making Request Lock move in round r + 2 and so, needEnter k = 1 ∧ (∀k ∈ N (k) : p k = null) in Σ r+1 , i.e., node k is not connected to any island nodes. Thus, {k} is a newly formed single node island in Σ r+2 , i.e., α increases in at most 2 rounds.
(ii) Each j ∈ N (i) has minSP j = i in Σ r+2 ; in round r + 3, node i makes Request Delay move to delay its Enter move by one round only. Thus, node i executes rule RC to enter S in round r + 4; so needEnter i = 0 in Σ r+4 , i.e., β decreases in at most 4 rounds.
2
Lemma 12 After round 4, algorithm M2PSC reaches a safe state with α = β = 0 in at most 7n rounds under a synchronous daemon.
Proof: In a safe state where α = β, if β decreases by 1, α must decrease by 1 (Lemma 10); β ≤ n and β is non-increasing (Remarks 4.3 and 4.4). Recall that β decreases by at least 1 in at most 4 rounds (Lemma 11(b)). Thus, from any safe system state with α = β, the system will be in a safe state with α = β = 0 in at most 4n rounds. Also, if β remains constant, α must increase by 1 in at most 3 rounds (Lemma 11(a)); in at most 3n rounds, α will be equal to β. Thus, the system will be in a safe state with α = β = 0 in at most 4n + 3n = 7n rounds. 2
Theorem 4 Starting in any arbitrary state, the algorithm M2PSC terminates in at most O(n) rounds under a synchronous daemon.
Proof: The system reaches a safe state with α = β = 0 in 7n + 4 = O(n) rounds in the worst case (Theorem 2 and Lemma 12). In the next round: all node pointers will be null, all c variables will be correct and all d variables will be 0; thus the algorithm terminates. 2
Maximal k-packing with Safe Convergence
We generalize the basic idea of algorithm M2PSC to propose a self-stabilizing maximal k-packing algorithm with safe convergence (we call it algorithm MKPSC). As before, starting from an arbitrary state, the system first converges to a k-packing (a safe state) by allowing nodes to exit S quickly, and thereafter moves through safe states until S is a maximal k-packing (the legitimate state) by allowing nodes only to enter S appropriately. We assume a synchronous daemon where in any round all privileged nodes are selected to move. In algorithm MKPSC, each node i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, maintains the following variables:
• • A nonnegative integer variable d i ; node i uses this variable to delay some activity by 2k rounds.
Remark 4
In any system state, for any node i, (a)T i is correct iff (1)T i [0] is either {i} or ∅, and (2) for each
and (2) for each
Definition 8 A system state is safe if S = i|i ∈ V ∧T i [0] = {i} denotes a k-packing, i.e, each node i ∈ S is the unique S-node within distance-k of node i. A system state is legitimate if S denotes a maximal k-packing.
The underlying approach consists of two logical sets of actions: (a) Exit S: The protocol requires that A node i ∈ S exits S in a round of execution of the protocol iff there exists some S-node(s) within distance-k of node i, as evidenced by the content of the variableT j [k − 1] at each node j ∈ N (i). This quick exit of nodes from S facilitates quick convergence to a safe state. (b) Enter S: Once in a safe state, a node i needs to enter S without violating safety in the process to eventually converge to a legitimate state (S is a maximal k-packing). The protocol requires that after a node i ∈ S enters S in a round, node i is guaranteed to be the unique S-node within distance-k of node i at the end of current round. To accomplish this requirement we generalize the concepts of locking mechanism and delay technique in algorithm M2PSC such that (1) when a node enters S in a round, all other nodes in its k-hop neighborhood are prohibited to enter S in the same round; (2) no S-node exists in k-hop neighborhood of node i at the beginning of the round, i.e., after node i intends to enter S, it must communicate with nodes in its k-hop neighborhood to make sure |N k−1 [j] ∩ S| = 0 for each j ∈ N [i] and none of those nodes enter S; (3) in case more than one node in a k-hop neighborhood intends to enter S, a tie resolution mechanism is needed. The entire process takes 2k rounds in the proposed protocol and is facilitated by the delay variable d i . We need to define a few predicates to facilitate the stepwise development of the proposed protocol.
Definition 9
In any system state, a Boolean predicate nowExit i = 1 for a node i is defined as
Definition 10 In a system state, for a node i 1. The Boolean predicate needEnter i = 1 iff i ∈ S and there does not exist S-node within distance-k of node i, as evidenced by the content of the variableT j [k − 1] on each j ∈ N (i): 
A node i needs to request a delay when it needs to enter S and is locked and has not yet waited for 2k rounds to ensure correctness ofT i variables, i.e.,
A node i can immediately enter S when it has waited for 2k rounds maintaining its readiness to enter and locked, i.e., iff the Boolean predicate nowEnter i = 1 where
1. The predicate updateT i is true iff itsT i is not correct (Remark 4), i.e.,
The predicate updateP i is true iff itsP i is not correct (Remark 4), i.e.,
The predicate clearD i is true if the delay indicator d i = 0 and either the node i is not eligible to enter S or it is not locked, i.e.,
The predicate releaseLock i is true iff it has the self pointer but it is not eligible to enter S, i.e.,
The complete pseudo code of algorithm MKPSC is shown in Figure 3 . We highlight a few simple characteristics of the algorithm in the following remark.
Remark 5
In a given round r, r ≥ 1, of execution:
1. If node i has incorrectT i in Σ r−1 , it must updateT i in round r.
2.
For a node i, nowEnter i , requestDelay i and nowExit i are pairwise mutual exclusive.
3. The membership of node i is changed only by rules RA (Exit S move) and RC (Enter S move).
If a node i is privileged to make Exit S move, it must exit S successfully under synchronous daemon (see part (2)).
4. If node i exits S, its neighboring nodes can concurrently exits S if they are eligible to do so.
5.
A node i can acquire a self-pointer (P i [0] = i) only by making Request Lock move in rule RA. Note: a node cannot acquire a self-pointer by making UpdateP move in rule RA.
[UpdateP ]
[UpdateT ]
[Clear Delay] 
Lemma 13 If algorithm MKPSC terminates, then for each node
(d) nowExit i = 0 and needEnter i = 0.
Proof: (a) This lemma immediately follows from the fact that no node is privileged by rule RA to make UpdateT move at the termination of the algorithm.
(b) Assume, by contradiction, there exists some node(s) j with d j = 0. Node j must have needEnter j = 1 and locked j = 1 (otherwise node j is privileged by rule RA to make Clear Delay move). Thus, node j is privileged by rule RB or RC, a contradiction.
(c) If no node j has self-pointer (i.e.,P j [0] = j), thenP i [ ] = null, 0 ≤ ≤ k − 1, for all i ∈ V (otherwise node i is privileged by rule RA to make UpdateP move). So the key point here is to show that there is no node with self-pointer. Assume, by contradiction, there exists some node(s) with self-pointer. Consider the node with minimum ID from among those nodes, say node i;P j [ ] = i, 1 ≤ ≤ k − 1, for each node j ∈ N [i] (otherwise node j would be privileged by the rule RA to make UpdateP move). Thus, node i is locked (i.e., locked i = 1). Also, node i must have needEnter i = 1 (otherwise node i is privileged by rule RA to make Release Lock move). Thus, we get node i is privileged by rule RB to make Request Delay move (by part(b)), a contradiction.
Theorem 5
Starting from an arbitrary system state, if algorithm MKPSC terminates using synchronous daemon, then S is a maximal k-packing.
Proof: First, we show S is a k-packing. Assume, by contradiction, S is not k-packing, i.e., there exists two S-node(s) i and j such that the length of the shortest path between i and j, dist(i, j), is ≤ k. Consider node p ∈ N (i) on the shortest path, it must have |T p [k − 1]| ≥ 2 (Lemma 13(a)), thus nowExit i = 1; node i is privileged by the rule RA (Exit S), a contradiction. Thus S is a k-packing. Next, we claim S is maximal. Assume otherwise, i.e., there exist some node(s) i ∈ {V − S} such that j ∈ S : dist(i, j) ≤ k. Thus needEnter i = 1 and node i is privileged by RA to make Request Lock move (by Lemma 13(c)), a contradiction.
Lemma 14
In any system state Σ r , r ≥ 2k, if a node i is enabled by the rule RC to enter S, (a) no node in N k (i) is enabled by the rule RC to enter S in system state Proof: This lemma immediately follows from Lemma 15. 2
Theorem 6
Starting from any initial illegitimate state, algorithm MKPSC converges to a safe state (S denotes a k-packing, i.e, each node i ∈ S is the unique S-node within distance-k of node i) after 3k + 1 rounds.
Proof: Consider any node
by Lemma 16 and Remark 6.1, thus node i has nowExit i = 1 in Σ 3k . In the round 3k + 1, i must exit S by executing the rule RA (Remark 6.3). Thus all nodes i ∈ S with |N k [i] ∩ S| ≥ 2 in Σ 2k+1 will be out of S at the end of round 3k + 1. Coupled with the fact that each newly created S-node must be the the unique S-node within its distance-k (Lemma 15), the lemma holds.
2 Theorem 7 After round 3k + 1, algorithm MKPSC maintains safety in all subsequent rounds before converging to a legitimate state.
Proof: After round 3k + 1, we reach a safe state. If any node i enters S, then it is guaranteed to be the unique S-node within distance-k of node i by Lemma 15; thus we reach another safe state. 2
Lemma 17
Starting from a safe state Σ r , r ≥ 4k, no node will ever make Exit S move in subsequent rounds.
Proof: In a safe state, there are no two S-nodes i and j such that dist(i, j) ≤ k. The algorithm MKPSC always in the safe state after round 3k +1 (Theorem 7), thus each node i always has |N k−1 [i]∩ S| ≤ 1 after round 3k + 1 and each node i always hasT i [k − 1] ≤ 1 after round 4k by Remark 6.1. The lemma holds.
Lemma 18 Starting from a safe (not legitimate) state Σ r , r ≥ 4k, the number of S-node increases in at most k(n + 4) + 2 rounds.
Proof: (a) No node makes UpdateT moves after round r+k: this is true because there is no Exit move after round 4k (Lemma 17) and each node i corrects itsT i during the rounds [r + 1, r + k].
(b) No node makes Release Lock move after round r + k + 1: each node i has correctT i at the end of round r + k (part(a)). After another round, all nodes i with needEnter i = 0 release locks simultaneously.
(c) No node makes Request Lock and UpdateP moves after round r + k(n + 2) + 1: After round r + k + 1, no node makes Release Lock move, thus the number of nodes with self-pointer is non-decreasing. Each Request Lock move increases the number of nodes with self-pointer by 1, so there are at most n Request Lock moves after round r + k + 1. In between any two consecutive Request Lock moves, there are at most k UpdateP moves.
(d) No node makes Request Delay and Clear Delay moves after round r + k(n + 4) + 1: After round r + k(n + 2) + 1, Request Delay and Clear Delay moves can be made in at most 2k subsequent rounds by parts (a), (b) and (c).
Thus, at least one node makes Enter move in round r + k(n + 4) + 2. 2
Theorem 8 Starting at an arbitrary state, algorithm MKPSC terminates in O(kn 2 ) rounds under the synchronous daemon.
Proof: After round 4k, the number of S-nodes is non-decreasing by Lemma 17, and the number of S-nodes increases in at most k(n + 4) + 2 = O(kn) rounds by Lemma 18. Thus, the algorithm terminates in 4k + n × O(kn) = O(kn 2 ) rounds. 2
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a self-stabilizing maximal 2-packing algorithm with safe convergence using a synchronous daemon. Starting at an arbitrary state, it first converges to a 2-packing (a safe state) in three synchronous steps, and then converges to a maximal one (the legitimate state) in O(n) steps without breaking safety during the self-stabilization interval, where n is the number of nodes in the network. Space requirement at each node is O(log n) bits. This is a significant improvement over the most recent self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal 2-packing in [16] , that uses O(n 2 ) synchronous steps with the same space requirement at each node and that does not have safe convergence property. We then generalize the technique to design a self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal k-packing, k ≥ 2, with safe convergence that stabilizes in O(kn 2 ) steps under synchronous daemon; the algorithm has space complexity of O(kn log n) bits at each node.
We note that a straightforward application of our k-packing algorithm to the case of k = 2 will result in a self-stabilizing algorithm of O(n 2 ) time complexity while that of our first algorithm is O(n). We observe:
• The underlying principle in both of our algorithms M2PSC and MKPSC is similar: (1) The algorithms, in the first phase, allow a node to execute an "exit S" action if it violates the definition of k-packing (k ≥ 2) without checking if any other node in its k-hop neighborhood is also executing an "exit S" action, in the same step; this idea does not violate the definition of k-packing. The effect is we reach a safe state (k-packing, but not necessarily maximal) quickly. (2) In the second phase, once we have reached a safe state, we need nodes (not in S) to enter S towards the goal of making the k-packing maximal such that other nodes in the k-hop neighborhood do not execute the same action concurrently to maintain the safety of the resulting global state (k-packing is maintained); thus, in the second phase, for a node to enter S, it must make sure its k-hop neighborhood is locked (i.e., no such node is eligible to enter S in the same synchronous state).
• In algorithm M2PSC (k = 2), locking the 2-hop neighborhood is implemented by using the combination of the single pointer variable and the unique node IDs; this is possible because a node can be given permission to enter S by all nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood using their minSP j (determined by unique ID of nodes with self-pointers). This simple "locking mechanism" fails when k > 2. In algorithm MKPSC, while we generalize the basic concept, we needed more information to be stored at each node resulting in O(kn log n) space complexity, a different mechanism to update that information and a different locking mechanism; these resulted in increased space and time complexity.
Our time complexity result is only an upper bound; it may be possible to get a tighter upper bound. So, we pose an open question, "design an O(kn) self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal k-packing with safe convergence with O(k log n) space complexity".
